
Co U 14 Football 2012 

Newport Gaels cruise to historic success       
  

Newport Gaels 7-10  JK Brackens 2-4 
  
The game was only two minutes old when Lyndon Fairbrother opened the J.K. Brackens account with a point from 
play. The next two opportunities that came to Newport failed to register success as Keelan Floyd and Dara Carroll’s 
efforts tailed off target. 

   Brackens were doing likewise with scoring opportunities going west. In the fifth minute the sides were level as Dara 
Carroll’s effort sailed over for a point. Andrew Ormond, Lyndon Fairbrother, Shane Doyle and David O’Shea were 
always close to the action for the Brackens. For Newport Keelan Floyd, Dara Carroll and Michael Gorman were up to 
the task continuously.  
   Twice in succession Dara Carroll’s efforts came off the woodwork in trying to increase the Newport score. Brackens 
took the lead with a point from Lyndon Fairbrother in the fifteenth minute, However the Brackens defence was under 
considerable threat and seconds later their net was shaking after a Michael Gorman goal. A second goal within 
seconds from Keelan Floyd put Newport ahead on a score of 2-1 to 0-2.  
   From here on, the game   ended as a contest with Newport really in total command. Within the remaining eight 
minutes of the first half Newport added a further 1-6 to their tally with another Floyd goal, two points each from Jack 
Delahunty and Kevin Connolly, one from Michael Gorman and a pointed free from Dara Carroll to put the interval 
score reading Newport 3-7 J.K.Brackens 0-2.  
   Brackens were missing the services of Radiac Nakenic who was instrumental in their Féile Peil success a few 
weeks previously, but their opponents were in devastating form controlling every area of the pitch.      Upon the 
resumption the Newport scoring machine continued and after the opening sixteen minutes they had added another 2-1 
without reply on a score of 5-8 to 0-2.  
   However full credit to the Templemore boys as they never gave up with their first score of the period coming from 
Luke Quinlan. Two minutes later the Brackens goalkeeper Bodine Fogarty made a brilliant save and to add to this his 
colleague Tom Murphy scored Brackens opening goal in the nineteenth minute of the half.  
   Two minutes later Lyndon Fairbrother caught the Newport defence off guard crashing a quick taken free to the net 
which meant that they had three scores without reply to put the score reading 5-8 to 2-3 in favour of the North boys.  
   However Newport took off again and added a further 2-2 while only conceding   a single point courtesy of Eanna 
McBride. The goals came from Michael Gorman and Kieran Ryan while Dara Carroll and Kevin Connolly accounted 
for the points as Newport   Gaels (Newport and Ballinahinch) brought back the title they last won in 1998 with a team 
that included current Tipperary defender Conor O’Mahony.  
   County Bord na nÓg   Chairman Joe Kennedy in presenting the cup to winning captain Jack Delahunty 
complemented both sides on a good sporting display of football.  
 
   Newport panel: Jonathan Coyle, Cathal   Floyd, Sean Moloney, Paul Hogan, Cian Flanagan, Corie Mooney, Harry 
Sheehy, Dara Carroll, Jack Delahunty (Captain), Dade Richtar, Keelan Floyd, Kevin Connolly, Colin Floyd, Michael 
Gorman, Aaron O’Neill,Tiernan Ryan, Shaun Belfry Walsh, Kieran Ryan, Niall Harrington, Greg O’Gorman.  

Mentors - Anthony Floyd, Joe Floyd and James Flanagan.    

 

 
  
  
  
  
 
 
 
  

 
 

                         
          Colin Floyd in action in the Co U 14  
                         Football Final 
  
   Joe Kennedy, Chairman Co Bord na nÓg, presents the 

U 14 Cup to Newport captain, Jack Delahunty,  
accompanied by Ann McGrath (Sec) and Neil Ryan (PRO)  
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